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BOOKS: 1 - 4 in the bestselling and highly acclaimed Sam Prichard series.** Over 1,300 five star

reviews across the series! **FROM USA TODAY &  #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR.Box set

comprising: The Grave Man, Death Sung Softly, Love and War, & Framed.***SPOILERS

AHEAD***Meet retired cop, Sam Prichard.THE GRAVE MAN (Book 1)Sam Prichard was a cop, and

a good one, until the bullets took out the joint of his right hip. Now he's trying to learn to live without

being a cop, and getting to know his neighbors, learning to walk again and even ride a motorcycle.

Life is bearable, barely, but then he gets asked to find a missing child, and the lure of getting back

into some kind of police work is too much for him to resist. When he teams up with computer whiz

Indiana Perkins, he suddenly becomes one of the best investigators he's ever even known. Now,

he's found the missing child, but it's thrown him right into the middle of something that may be a

drug war--or could be a chance to stop the next 911! There's no way out for Sam, so he's in for the

ride of his life, but when the girl he's becoming fond of is suddenly drawn into the line of fire with her

own little daughter, Sam is ready to forget all the rules and do whatever is necessary to win the day.

DEATH SUNG SOFTLY (Book 2)Sam opens his practice as a Private Investigator, and gets his first

real case almost instantly: Find Barry Wallace, a local rock singer who was on the verge of making it

big, and vanished suddenly! When Barry's body turns up minus his head and hands, the case

becomes ominous, and now he has to find a killer, instead! The evidence comes together, and

leads to the discovery of the missing body parts on the estate of a well known talent agent, who

stood to gain a lot of wealth if Barry had only agreed to sign the contract he had arranged, and the

man is arrested for murder. But Sam gets a bigger surprise when that same man hires him to prove

his innocence, and Sam follows a convoluted trail of clues to discover who really killed Barry, and

wanted to frame the agent for the crime! Meanwhile, Sam has blundered into taking a job as the

new lead singer for Barry's band, and may be on the edge of a whole new career for himself! Come

along for the ride, and you'll get to hear Sam Prichard sing his heart out!LOVE AND WAR (Book

3)Sam and Indie are off again, but sometimes fate has a cruel streak! When Sam notices something

odd as they're departing Denver, and then finds out that terrorists have planted small nuclear bombs

in twelve US cities including Honolulu, he's on the case, honeymoon or not! Old friend Harry

Winslow from Homeland Security needs a man who knows what they're up against, and the

honeymoon gets cut short so Sam can get back to Denver and track down the terrorist cell behind it

all! How does a simple Private Eye end up saving the country? Well, if it's Sam Prichard, it's all just

a matter of being in the right place at the wrong time! The only questions is whether he can stop the

terrorists from carrying out their evil plot before thousands of Americans die!FRAMED (Book 4)Sam



Prichard has recovered from his last mission to save the world, and is back to being a normal

private eye. Suddenly, he's got three seemingly unrelated cases, but the clues keep leading him to

the same places and people. He's decided there's something fishy going on, but then he wakes up

and finds that one of his clients is dead, and he is the only possible suspect! When he's arrested for

murder, Sam knows there's only one hope: Indie! Between her own special computer skills and her

courage, she's the only one who can figure out just who framed Sam for murder, and set up three

other people for their own deadly falls!Grab your copy and save 44% by buying this special boxed

set on  now!
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David Archer has given us an almost Superhero in his character Sam Prichard. Almost but not quite

as Sam has a Family complete with a cat, rides a motorcycle, and doesn't wear a cape! However,

he has had multiple bullet wounds that would have done in a normal person, but our Superhero

keeps on ticking with the aid of a cane (sometimes). Mr. Archer has also given us an old school

hero, some one who still believes in right and wrong, good and bad and who cares enough to keep

the balance between them in both his work and personal life. He has a high moral code which can



bend a bit but never breaks given the plausible and dangerous situations he finds himself in. His

wife and partner, Indiana (Indie) is amazing as his love and as his Superhero sidekick. However,

what grabs the reader are his plots, action, and the awesome good and bad characters that the

author has created to sustain this series! Honestly, I hope that bad people don't read David's books

because they are ingenious in that once revealed, the sinister core of the plot is so plausible, so

easily believable, that in the wrong hands/minds it really could happen and that's very scary! The

author does temper it down and the couple's Moms work well in bringing us back to honest reality -

absolutely love Beauregard though!The reason for the 4-Stars lies with the dialogue and relationship

between Sam and Indie. It needs more creativity as the 'Babe' and 'Baby' are getting trite and

boring - there needs to be more connection, depth between them or more 'newness' or

exploring/defining of them as a couple which is needed because they have only known each other

for six weeks or so!
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